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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present a method for polyphonic music source separation

from their monaural mixture, where the underlying assumption is that the

harmonic structure of a musical instrument remains roughly the same even

if it is played at various pitches and is recorded in various mixing environ-

ments. We incorporate with nonnegativity, shift-invariance, and sparseness

to select representative spectral basis vectors that are used to restore music

sources from their monaural mixture. Experimental results with monaural

instantaneous mixture of voice/cello, trumpet/viola and monaural convolu-

tive mixture of saxophone/viola, are shown to confirm the validity of our

proposed method.
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1 Introduction

Blind Source Separation(BSS) can be grouped into two categories by the

number of observed and source signals: over-determined is the case that we

have observed signals more than the signals to estimate and under-determined

is the opposite case. Over-determined BSS problems can be attacked by

assuming the statistical independence of the sources [1]. In case of under-

determined ones, however, we need to have more special information about

the mixing process. Extreme, but most general applications of BSS in music

separation are single channel source separation ironically, when we have only

one mixture of signals played by several musical instruments.

The nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [2] or its extension such

as nonnegative matrix deconvolution (NMD) [3] and sparse coding [4], was

shown to be useful in polyphonic music description [5, 6], in the extraction

of multiple music sound sources [3, 7], and in general sound classification

[8]. Some of these methods regard each note as a source, which might be

appropriate for music transcription and work for source separation in a very

limited case. It is true that music source separation is a subarea of blind

source separation (BSS), but it has some peculiar characters. So we want

to refine the term, music source separation, by adding a constraint that we

have to solve this problem regarding the special property of musical sound

not merely applying current BSS algorithms. In this paper, our goal to esti-

mate is the whole melody generated by each instrument, not the fragmented

notes. The music source separation can be a useful preprocessing of the au-

tomatic music transcription task which will be devoted for each instrument.
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Furthermore, our proposed method can also be automatic music transcrip-

tion itself since it is a combination of the previous transcription method [5]

and the music source separation defined before.

Another issue about music source separation which has to be pointed out

is that usually there is only one observation of musical mixture in real world.

General methods for BSS require multiple observations recorded by enough

number of sensors. In the case of monaural mixture, we have to introduce

intrinsic characters of target signal (it was the main requirement of music

source separation, too). There was a previous work which exploits harmonic

structure of speech for single channel dereverberation [9], but music source

separation has difficulty in that the interference signals also have their own

harmonic structure.

In this paper we present a method for monaural polyphonic music sepa-

ration, the goal of which is to restore the whole melody generated by each

musical instrument from a single channel mixture of several polyphonic mu-

sical sounds. We assume that the harmonic structure of a musical instrument

approximately remains the same, even if it is played at different pitches and

is recorded in different environments. Different musical instruments are as-

sumed to have different spectral characteristics (harmonic structure).

The main idea is to select a few representative spectral basis vectors

in the auditory spectrogram of measurement data, assuming that there are

some sections in the auditory spectrogram where only a single note from

a single source appears. Rather than learning basis vectors, we select a

few appropriate nonnegative basis vectors using the sparseness of spectral

2



coefficients. These shift-invariant nonnegative basis vectors are fixed and as-

sociated encoding variables are learned by the overlapping NMF [10] which

incorporates with the shift-invariant representation, in order to restore music

sources. The method is related to our earlier work [11] and the generalized

prior subspace analysis [12]. However, the key distinction lies in a way of

selecting shift-invariant basis vectors. Promising results with monaural in-

stantaneous mixture of voice/cello, trumpet/viola and convolutive mixture

of saxophone/viola, are presented to confirm the validity of our proposed

method.
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2 Overlapping NMF:

Nonnegativity and Shift-Invariance

Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) is a simple but efficient factorization

method for decomposing multivariate data into a linear combination of basis

vectors with nonnegativity constraints for both basis and encoding matrix

[2].

Given a nonnegative data matrix V ∈ Rm×N (where Vij ≥ 0), NMF seeks

a factorization

V ≈ WH, (1)

where W ∈ Rm×n (n ≤ m) contains nonnegative basis vectors in its columns

and H ∈ Rn×N represents the nonnegative encoding variable matrix. Appro-

priate objective functions and associated multiplicative updating algorithms

for NMF can be found in [2].

The overlapping NMF is an interesting extension of the original NMF,

where transform-invariant representation and a sparseness constraint are in-

corporated with NMF [10]. Some of basis vectors computed by NMF could

correspond to the transformed versions of a single representative basis vector.

The basic idea of the overlapping NMF is to find transformation-invariant ba-

sis vectors such that fewer number of basis vectors could reconstruct observed

data. Given a set of transformation matrices, T =
{

T (1), T (2), . . . , T (K)
}

,

the overlapping NMF finds a nonnegative basis matrix W and a set of non-

4



negative encoding matrix
{

H(k)
}

(for k = 1, . . . , K) which minimizes

J (W ,H) =
1
2

∥∥∥∥∥V −
K∑

k=1

T (k)WH(k)

∥∥∥∥∥

2

F

, (2)

where ‖ · ‖F represents Frobenious norm. The multiplicative updating rules

for the overlapping NMF were derived in [10], which are summarized below.

Algorithm Outline: Overlapping NMF [10]

Step 1 Calculate the reconstruction: R =
∑K

k=1 T (k)WH(k).

Step 2 Update the encoding matrix by

H(k) ← H(k) ¯
W>

[
T (k)

]>
V

W>
[
T (k)

]>
R

, k = 1, . . . , K, (3)

where ¯ denotes the Hadamard product and the division is carried out

in an element-wise fashion.

Step 3 Calculate the reconstruction R again using the encoding matrix H(k)

updated in Step 2, as in Step 1.

Step 4 Update the basis matrix by

W ← W ¯
∑K

k=1

[
T (k)

]>
V

[
H(k)

]>

∑K
k=1

[
T (k)

]>
R

[
H(k)

]> . (4)
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3 Spectral Basis Selection: Sparseness

Overlapping NMF was devised to learn both the basis vectors and encoding

matrices set, but we select and fix the basis vectors preliminarily to the main

overlapping NMF update routine, so that the equation (4) is not used in our

framework. We can avoid trivial solutions and make the system faster with

introducing the spectral basis selection method.

The goal of spectral basis selection is to choose R representative vectors

V r = [vr1 · · · vrR ] (R is the number of music sources) from V = [v1 · · · vN ]

where V is the data matrix associated with the spectrogram of mixed sound.

Each column vector vt corresponds to the power spectrum of the mixed

sound at time t = 1, . . . , N . Selected representative vectors are fixed as basis

vectors that are used to learn an associated encoding matrix set through the

overlapping NMF with sparseness constraint, in order to restore unmixed

musical sound.

Our spectral basis selection method is based on the assumption that there

are some sections where only a single note from a single source appears. In

the spectrogram of mixed sound, solo sections are searched partly through

the sparseness value of vt over time. Our earlier work can be found in [11].

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the spectral basis selection method,

consisting of two parts. The first part is to select several candidate vectors

V c = [vc1 vc2 · · · vcK ] from V using a sparseness measure and a clustering-

elimination method. The second part involves determining representative

basis vectors from candidate vectors, through the overlapping NMF. More

detailed description is summarized below.
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Overlapping NMF

Part 1

Part 2

Sparseness calculation;
Normalization;

Clustering−
Elimination

selection
Candidate

Final selection

Alignment

PSfrag replacements

[v1 · · · vN ] ξi

[vci1
· · · vciR

]
di

V ← V − Sci

[vci1
· · · vciR

]

(
K
R

)
ε[vr1

· · · vrR
]

vfi

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of our spectral basis selection method, is shown,

where ‘Part 1’ involves the selection of candidate vectors and ‘Part 2’ deter-

mines a few representative spectral basis vectors from candidate vectors found

in ‘Part 1’.
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Part 1

1. Sparseness calculation: We calculate the sparseness value for input

vectors vt for t = 1, . . . , N , using the measure in [13],

ξt = sparseness(vt) =

√
m− (

∑
i |vit|)/

√∑
i v

2
it√

m− 1
, (5)

where vit is the ith element of the m-dimensional vector vt.

2. Normalization: We normalize input vectors vt for t = 1, . . . , N such

that each vector has unit Euclidean norm,

vt ← vt

‖vt‖ . (6)

3. Alignment: We calculate the index fi = t∗ which involves the largest

sparseness value among {ξt}N
t=1, i.e,

t∗ = arg max
1≤t≤N

ξt. (7)

The vector vfi associated with the index fi = t∗, is referred to as a

foundation vector that has the largest sparseness value among {vt}.
Then we align each vector vj in L remaining input vectors (initially

L = N but L represents the number of remaining vectors after the

clustering-elimination procedure in step 4) with respect to the current

foundation vector vfi
such that the Euclidean distance between vfi

and

vertically shift-up or -down version of vj , is minimized. In other words,

vectors vj are vertically shifted-up or -down such that their shifted

version provides the minimal Euclidean distance from the foundation

vector vfi .
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4. Clustering-Elimination: The goal of the clustering-elimination step is

to eliminate vectors belonging to the cluster where the foundation vec-

tor is contained, since those vectors are regarded as redundant vec-

tors. To this end, we first apply the k-means clustering method to di-

chotomize the aligned vectors (including the foundation vector), lead-

ing to two groups Sci and S̄ci . The cluster containing the founda-

tion vectors, Sci , is further grouped into R sub-clusters, producing

{vci1
, . . . , vciR

} that is a collection of mean vectors of R sub-clusters.

5. Candidate selection: Add the mean vector of the cluster Sci to the

candidate set.

6. Repeat: Repeat steps 3-5 with data excluding vectors in Sci , i.e, V −Sci ,

until we choose a pre-specified number of candidate vectors or there is

no remaining input vector.

Part 2

This second part involves determining the final representative spectral

basis vectors {vr1 , . . . , vrR} from K ≥ R candidate vectors {vc1 , . . . ,vcK}
(where K is the integral multiples of R, depending on the number of loops

in the clustering-elimination) found in the first part.

1. Overlapping NMF Repeat the following step for all possible
(
K
R

)
com-

bination. Construct a small set of input vectors Ṽ by random sampling

and treat them at input vectors for the overlapping NMF. Choose R

candidate vectors from {vc1 , . . . ,vcK} and fix them (denoted by W̃ )

9



as basis vectors. Run the overlapping NMF with these Ṽ and W̃ to

calculate the reconstruction error.

2. Final selection Choose spectral basis vectors that give the lowest re-

construction error.
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4 Numerical Experiments

We present two simulation results for monaural instantaneous mixtures of

voice/cello and trumpet/viola and monaural convolutive mixtures of saxo-

phone and viola. We apply our spectral basis selection method with the

overlapping NMF to these two data sets transformed to auditory spectro-

grams using the NSL toolbox [14]. Experimental results are shown in Fig. 2,

3 and 4 where figure captions describe detailed results. Note that the mix-

ture in Fig. 4 (c) is a convolutive mixture and we can apply our framework

even in that case without any modification if the reverberation time is not

too long.

Fig. 5 shows the reusability of our obtained spectral basis vectors. The

mixture in Fig. 5 (c) is another part of the same song used in Fig. 4. In this

example, we do not have to find out the spectral basis vectors of saxophone

and viola again, but can simply reuse the previous results of Fig. 4. Note

that if some input data do not satisfy the horizontal sparseness, which means

that there is no section occupied by only one instrument, our spectral basis

selection method will fail in this case. However we can attack this problem

by reusing the previously obtained spectral basis vectors of the same source

instruments.

As an additional experiment, we selected only a single shifted version of

each basis vector at a given time which has the highest corresponding encod-

ing value of all the possible vertical shifting and then unmixed with them.

On the assumption that an instrument can not play multiple notes at a given

time, that simple post-processing step could wipe out unwanted interference

11
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Figure 2: Auditory spectrograms of original sound of /ah/ voice and a sin-

gle string of a cello are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. Horizontal bars

reflect the harmonic structure. One can see that every note is the vertically-

shifted version of each other if their musical instrument sources are the same.

Monaural mixture of voice and cello is shown in (c) and final two representa-

tive spectral basis vectors in (d) which give the smallest reconstruction error

in the overlapping NMF are selected by our algorithm in Fig. 1. Each of

these two basis vectors is a representative one for voice and a string of cello.

Unmixed sound is shown in (e) and (f) for voice and cello, respectively.
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Figure 3: Auditory spectrograms of original sound of trumpet and a single

string of viola are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. Monaural mixture of

trumpet and viola is shown in (c) and final two representative spectral basis

vectors in (d). Unmixed sound is shown in (e) and (f) for trumpet and viola,

respectively.
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Figure 4: Auditory spectrograms of original sound of saxophone and viola

are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. Every note is artificially generated by

changing the frequency of a real sample sound, so that the spectral character

of each instrument is constant in all the variations of notes. We mixed these

two signals by convolving them with two impulse response signals measured

in a studio environment (reverberation time is about 150ms and the frequency

response makes a peak at around 27Hz). The monaural convolutive mixture

is shown in (c) and finally selected two representative spectral basis vectors

are in (d). Unmixed sound is shown in (e) and (f) for saxophone and viola,

respectively.
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Figure 5: These figures show the reusability of spectral basis vectors. Au-

ditory spectrograms of original sound of saxophone and viola are shown in

(a) and (b), respectively. Every note is generated in the same manner of

Fig. 4 but the melody is totally different from it since this is another part

of the same song. The mixing process is also the same with the previous

experiment. The monaural convolutive mixture is shown in (c). Instead of

finding out representative basis vectors, we reused the basis vectors (d) found

in previous example. Unmixed sound is shown in (e) and (f) for saxophone

and viola, respectively.

sounds generated from other sources with some decrease of robustness. Ad-

ditional experimental results are shown in Fig. 6. Audio demo can be found

in http://home.postech.ac.kr/∼minjekim/demo.php.
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Figure 6: Unmixed sounds using the highest encoding value, (a), (b), (c) and

(d) for voice, cello, viola and trumpet respectively. Compare these results

with Fig. 2 (e), Fig. 2 (f), Fig. 3 (e) and Fig. 3 (f) respectively.

The set of transformation matrices, T , that we used, is

T =

{
T (k)

∣∣ T (k) =
k−m7−→
I , 1 ≤ k ≤ 2m− 1

}
, (8)

where I ∈ Rm×m is the identity matrix and
j7−→
I leads to the shift-up or shift-

down of row vectors of I by j, if j is positive or negative, respectively. After

shift-up or -down, empty elements are zero-padded.

For the case where m = 3, T (2) and T (5) (they means that k = 2 and

16



k = 5) are defined as

T (2) =
2−37−→
I =




0 0 0

1 0 0

0 1 0




, T (5) =
5−37−→
I =




0 0 1

0 0 0

0 0 0




. (9)

Multiplying a vector by these transformation matrices, leads to a set of

vertically-shifted vectors.
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5 Discussions

We have presented a method of spectral basis selection for monaural music

source separation, where we incorporated with the harmonics, sparseness,

clustering, and the overlapping NMF. Rather than learning spectral basis

vectors from the data, our approach is to select a few representative spectral

vectors among given data and fix them as basis vectors to learn associated

encoding variables through the overlapping NMF, in order to restore unmixed

sound. The success of our approach lies in the two assumptions. The one

is that the distinguished timbre of a given musical instrument can be ex-

pressed by a transform-invariant time-frequency representation, even though

their pitches are varying. The other is that there is solo sections in a mu-

sical sound where the contribution of each source instrument appears. Our

experimental results showed that the proposed methods are reasonable in

convolutive mixture case if the frequency response is somewhat flat and the

reverberation time is short enough.

Music source separation is quite different from speech separation. Un-

fortunately, the assumption that every notes from same instrument hold the

harmonics structure in same cannot be applied to speech sounds. Some

consonants are, for instance, don’t have any harmonics structure because hu-

man pronounces them without vibrating his or her vocal cord. Moreover,

even though vibrations are generated from same vocal cord, the structure of

harmonics are changed when they pass through the mouth and then, finally,

sounds a bunch of different vowels. So we can’t distinguish the source(vocal

cord) of speech with just looking into the harmonics structure of it.
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There was another point at issue in progress of our work. Stringed in-

struments, such as violin, cello and viola, have multiple harmonics structures

because the instruments are made of several distinguished strings and they

should be viewed as independent instruments. So we have to suppose five

basis vectors actually, when the input data are consist of trumpet and cello:

one for trumpet and the others for four kinds of cello strings. In our ex-

periments, the two notes were played on the same string of viola or cello.

This fact tells us that we can get the separated string sounds of a stringed

instrument. We expect that this results in sophisticated score which guide

not only the notes and length of the sound but which string to use. A note

can be played on different strings, so if the score exactly tells which one to

use, the results of automatic music transcription will be finer than before.
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¹כ ��� ë�H

q�6£§$í
, �B�è$í
 x9� s�1lx{9�u�$í
�̀¦ s�6 xô�Ç éß�{9� G�V,� 6£§���

6£§"é¶ ì�ro�

"f�Ð ���Ér 7áxÀÓ_� ���l���H l��:r&h�Ü¼�Ð ���Ér C�6£§ ½̈�̧\�¦ ��t��¦ e������H

�,�õ	כ s��Qô�Ç C�6£§_� ½̈�̧&h� :£¤$í
�Ér ���_� ���l��� #��Q��t�_� 6£§%i�\�"f ���

ÅÒ÷&����z�́[j>�_�#��Q���Ér 8̈��â
\�"f0lq6£§�)a���¦��8���̧ @/|ÄÌ&h�Ü¼�Ðq�

5pw�>� Ä»t��)a����H ��&ñ
�̀¦ ���½ÓÜ¼�Ð, s� �7Hë�H\�"f��H éß�{9� G�V,�\�"f S\�1pqô�Ç

���_� �D¥½+Ë ��� ñ�ÐÂÒ'� ��$í
6£§���_� #��Q 6£§��� 6£§"é¶�̀¦ ì�ro����H ~½ÓZO��:r�̀¦

]jr���¦ e����. Äºo���H �B�è$í
(sparseness)�̀¦ s�6 x�#� @/³ð ÅÒ��Ãº l��:r  7�

'�[þt�̀¦ ���×þ����H ·ú��¦o�7£§�̀¦ ]jr��%i��¦, s�XO�>� ���×þ��)a l��:r  7�'�[þtõ� q�

6£§$í
(nonnegativity), s�1lx{9�u�$í
(shift-invariance)�̀¦ s�6 x�#� éß�{9� �D¥½+Ë ���

 ñ�ÐÂÒ'� 6£§��� 6£§"é¶ [þt�̀¦ ì�ro� x9� S\�1pq�%i���. 6£§$í
/8¡��Ð_� í�Hçß�&h���� �D¥½+Ë

��� ñü< àÔ!3�&Ï@/q��̀¦��_� í�Hçß�&h���� �D¥½+Ë��� ñ, ìøÍ�¾Ó e����H 8̈��â
\�"f �D¥½+Ë�)a Ò�o

�è�:r/q��̀¦��_� �BH�̂¦ÀÒ����)a �D¥½+Ë ��� ñ\�¦ s�6 x�#� ]jr��)a ~½ÓZO��:r_� ��{©�$í


�̀¦ ���7£x�%i���.
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y�� �� _� /åJ

t�èß� 2�̧�çß�_� @/�<Æ"é¶ Òqt�Ö̧\�"f %3�>� �)a ���©� 	�H ��u��'a_� ����o��H ���Ð �����y��\� �'aô�Ç �	כ

s�%3�_þvm���. s����\� Òqty���~�� �����y��s�êøÍ, éß�t� z��\�>� ������̀¦ �Ð#�×�¦ M:_� I��̧ü< �'aº���)a

�,¦��s	כ ÕªXO�>� �����y���̀¦ ³ð�&³�<ÊÜ¼�Ð+� �����\�>�"f a%~�Ér î̈
��\�¦ s�=åJ#Q ?/��H ��Ér	כ #Q�(�t�

¼#�ZO� °ú ����H }�����ô�Ç Òqty��ëß��̀¦ ��¦ e��~�� ]j��, ‘�����y��’\� @/K� ��ØÔ>� Òqty��ô�Ç >�l���H ���Ð

t�èß� 2�̧�çß�_� @/�<Æ"é¶ Òqt�Ö̧s�%3�_þvm���.

���Ér ��|ÃÐ[þt·ú¡\�"f{©�{©��l�0AK�"f, Û¼Û¼�Ð���<Æë�H&h�Ü¼�Ð��\�¦ ¾ú£��H �̧§4�õ� ���Òqt�̀¦���

Ãº e���̀¦ &ñ
�̧_� 3lq³ð _�d���̀¦ ��4R�� ô�Ç����H ��z�́�̀¦ ·ú��¦ÂÒ'�, �����y��s�êøÍ éß�t� z��\�>� �����

�̀¦ #Qb�G>� ³ð�&³�Ö¼��_� ë�H]j�� �����, ��l� �����õ�_� u�\P�ô�Ç ��¹¡§Ü¼�ÐÂÒ'� %3��Ér �¦)ô�Ç ��

u�����H �¦̀�	כ Dh\�v>� ·ú�>� ÷&%3�_þvm���. �<Æë�H&h�Ü¼�Ð��H ���çß�&h�Ü¼�Ð��H s��Qô�Ç u�\P��<Êõ� õ��<Æ��

�Ð"f_� ¢-a#4�ÅÒ_�, ���½̈\� @/ô�Ç \P�&ñ
�̀¦ 3lu�è �Ð#� ÅÒr��¦ $�\�¦ G�n��|9�K� ÅÒ$4�~�� þj5px��� t��̧

�§Ãº_��a� U�·�Ér y����ü< �>r�â
_� ��6£§�̀¦ s� ��o�\�¦ yn=#Q"f ���K�×¼wn�m���. Õªo��¦ IM êÁ�s�����H

���t� ·ú§�Ér �̧f��\� p�A� t��¾Ó&h�s��¦ �FN&ñ
&h���� ��"î
y���̀¦ Ô�¦�Q{9�Ü¼&� ÅÒ��� ~½Ó5px�ª� �§Ãº_��a� �<Æ

���Ð"f ÷�rëß�s� ��m���, �§¹¢¤��_� )y��Ü¼�Ð"f �>r�â
_� ú́�@pu�̀¦ ���½+Ëm���. ¢̧ô�Ç �½Ó�©� \P�&ñ
&h�Ü¼

�Ð ���½̈�r���H �̂�@/��� �§Ãº_��_� �̧_þv�̀¦ ú@���"f, >�Ü¼�Ér ]j ������̀¦ [�t���̂¦ Ãº e��%3�_þvm���. ¿º

ì�r �§Ãº_��[þta��̧ ���d��Ü¼�Ð y����×¼wn�m���.

%�6£§ êÁ�\� M®o�̀¦ M: ]j>� "Á	��� Z>�"î
�̀¦ ëß�[þt#QÅÒ$4�~�� <�ª�̧+þA, ·ú¡Ü¼�Ð�̧ jËµ��H {9�s� e���̀¦ M:

��H +þAs� �$4�~�� a%~�Ér ú́�@pu l�%3�����"f ¶ú���x_þvm���. F�"é¶s�+þA, ����D¥�r���� =�G »¡¤��\�¦ Ô�¦�Q×¼

o��9�¦ Ùþ¡��HX< s�XO�>� Õªzª� ����"f p�îß�½+Ëm���. ·ú¡Ü¼�Ð�̧ jËµ��H {9�s� e���̀¦ M:��H +þA_� $í
z�́�

r�~�� �̧_þv�̀¦l�%3�����"f$�\�¦ÆÒÛ¼ØÔ��x_þvm���.4�x���s�+þA,ÊêC���÷&#Q"f·¡e��$í
e��>�ÏãJt�3lw

Ùþ¡~�� �	כ ýe5Åx½+Ëm���. ·ú¡Ü¼�Ð�̧ ü@�Ðî�r {9�s� e���̀¦ M:��H, ]j>� Õüt ô�Ç ïß� ����¦ �Ý¶�r�~�� +þA_�

��>pwô�Ç ��6£§�̀¦ l�%3����x_þvm���. ņq&ñ
¾º��, �2;¾º��%�!3� $�\�¦ [�tú<ÅÒr�#Q y����½+Ëm���. ¾º����

K� ÅÒ$4�~�� ú́§�Ér l�@/, $�!Qo�t� ·ú§�¦ \P�d��y� ¶ú���x_þvm���. î̈
Òqt a%~�Ér �2;½̈�Ð l�%3����x_þvm���.

F��̧+þA, ������̧ ×¼o�t� 3lw��¦ *���"f ýe5Åx½+Ëm���. ���½̈\� a%~�Ér $í
õ� e��U�́ yn=��x_þvm���. ���è

|	�~½Ót��¦ #Q�2; ÊêC�_� ú́��̀¦ ú̧� [þt#QÅÒr��¦, ���]j�� 0A�Ðü< |9�Õþ��̀¦ K�ÅÒr�~�� �B\P�s�+þA, |	�ÈÒ

\�¦ yn�m���. ]j ·ú¡��aË> �l� /åL/åLô�Ç jËµ��H �©�S!�s� {��u��8���̧ ÅÒ����̀¦ ¶ú�x���H ��>pwô�Ç +þA_� ��6£§

�̀¦ l�%3���¦ �:r~ÃÎ��x_þvm���. F�8̈�s�+þA, �<Êa� Ùþ¡~�� a%~�Ér ÆÒ%3�[þt ëß�[þt#Q ÅÒ39"f y����½+Ëm���. 7á§

s� Îºz�́ M:���, Õþ��©�\� ¾º½̈�Ð�� �̧A� ·ú¦�� >�r�~�� +þA_� ���×�æ�<Ê�̀¦ l�%3����x_þvm���. t�K�¾º��,

!Q2£©\O�s� ÏãJ#Q"f ýe5Åx½+Ëm���. l�ì�rs� îß� a%~�̀¦ M:���, /BN�<Æ 21lx ����̂\� Ö�¦�9 (�t�~�� ¾º��_� Ö�©



6£§�èo�\�¦ l�%3����x_þvm���. )¹1Þ�Ér Óüt6£§[þt\��̧ $í
d��$í
	כ,�_ �̧ü<ÅÒr�~�� �&³ô=s�+þA y����×¼wn�m�

��. \P�d��y� ���½̈�#� +þA\�>�"f ~ÃÎ�Ér �̧¹¡§�̀¦ 8̈�"é¶� 9 ¶ú���x_þvm���. $�_� +þA%�!3� ÁºÁnqÁnq�t�

ëß�, $�_� +þAëß��pu $�\�¦ ����ÅÒ$4����¦ Òqty��÷&��H +þAÃº+þA, ú́§�Ér ÆÒ%3� ÅÒ39"f y����½+Ëm���. @/8̈�s�

+þA, î�r1lx ����¦ �Ý¶�z�́ M: °ú s� �t� ·ú§��"f Zþt ýe5ÅxÙþ¡_þvm���. _�&Ç	�>� ×�æd���̀¦ {9�t� ·ú§~��

+þA_� �̧_þv�̀¦ ú̧� �:r~ÃÎ��x_þvm���. �©�l�+þAõ� K��â
¾º��, ]j{9� jËµ[þt M:, ���©� ���\�"f t�&�ú< ÅÒ39

"f y����×¼wn�m���.

�<Êa� {9��<Æ�#� jËµ[þt M:�� a�¦��Ö�¦ M:�� Õª�¦̀�	כ ��¾º�¦ 0A�ÐK�M®o~�� $�_� {9��<Æ 1lxl� {9�Y�L

ì�r[þta��̧ ���d��Ü¼�Ð y����\�¦ ×¼wn�m���. áÔ�Ð#�oàÔü< �7Hë�HÜ¼�Ð �¦Òqt½+É M:�̧ ���]j�� Ö�©6£§�̀¦ {9�t�

·ú§�¦ Äºo�_� &ñ
���&h���� îß�d��%��� ÷&#Q ÅÒ��� ���%ò
s�+þA, y����½+Ëm���. ~½Ó[�ts� 1lxÃº+þA, t�èß� {9��̧�

çß� +þAõ� °ú s� ¶ú� Ãº e��#Q"f '��4�¤Ùþ¡_þvm���. ��Áºo� jËµ[þt�¦ #Q�9î�r {9�s� e��#Q�̧, [�t���� ~1� Ãº

e����H ��>pwô�Ç ~½Ó�̀¦ ëß�[þt#QÅÒ��� �y����×¼wn�m���.ß¼�¦����Ér,	כ {9�s�e���̀¦ M:���]j��·ú¡�©�"f"f �̧

ú́ �� �r�~�� ��H ñ+þA, ]j�� r�W=�ú̧§�Ér E�l�\�¦ ½+É M:�̧ ß¼>� Ö�©#Q ÅÒ39"f y����½+Ëm���. 7áx�â
s�+þA,

+þAõ� °ú s� ÂÒt����ô�Ç 1lx«Ñü< °ú s� /BNÂÒ½+É Ãº e��#Q"f '��4�¤Ùþ¡_þvm���. #Qo�$3��Ér _�ë�Hs� ú́§�̀¦ M:,

ú́§s� �̧ü< ÅÒ39"f y����½+Ëm���. �©�F�+þA, +þA�Ér >á¤>á¤���� ì�rs�m� #Q�9î�r {9�s� e��#Q�̧ ú̧� K�5g��

°ú� �¦����s	כ b��_þvm���. jËµ?/[j¹כ. ~ÃÌ��� ñ\�>���H F�p�\O���H 0lx{��ëß� ô�Ç���¦ ���~ÃÌ�̀¦ ú́§s� 1>"f

p�îß��>� Òqty��½+Ëm���. �:rd���Ér ÕªXO�t� ·ú§��¤����H ��� ·ú����°?Ü¼��� a%~��x_þvm���. >á¤>á¤��¦ $í
z�́�

���"f�̧ ����<H�<Ê�̀¦ {9�t� ·ú§��¤~�� Äºô�Çs�_� �̧_þv\�"f ú́§�Ér �¦̀�	כ C�Ö�¦ Ãº e��%3�_þvm���. #Q�"� /BM\�

"f�� �����s� °ú��¦ e����H �©�&h��̀¦ Z�~u�t� ·ú§U�́ ��³1Ñm���.

ÊêC�_��[þta���H ýe5Åxô�Ç ��6£§ ÷�r{9�m���. �<Æë�H&h�Ü¼�Ð��H ���çß�&h�Ü¼�Ð��H �̧¹¡§�̀¦ ×¼o��¦ z�·%3�

��HX<, ]j ·ú¡��aË>�l� /åL/åLK�"f a%~�Ér ���C��� ÷&t� 3lwô�Ç �	כ °ú _þvm���. �9�"é¶s�+þA, s���� ñ, 6 x ü�

s�,>��&³s���H t��FK ��¦e����H Õª@/�Ð\P�d��y� ²ú�o�r�l���³1Ñm���.��H��Hô�Ç êÁ�_�l�Ñüæ[þts� |̈c Ãº

e���̀¦ �Ü¼�Ð	כ b��#Q _�d��u� ·ú§_þvm���. ÄºÅÒü< �©� ñ, $3�"é¶s�ü< ��� ñ��H �����̧ ��åÔ�¦ jËµ��H {9�s�

ú́§�̀¦ ?/�̧�\��̧ t��FK%�!3� "f�Ð ú̧� _�t�� 9 a�¦���>� êÁ��̀¦ Ë̈�9 ÅÒr�l� ÂÒ�ÃÌ×¼wn�m���. :£¤Z>�y�

�̧¹¡§�̀¦ ÅÒt� 3lwô�Ç ���C�s�t�ëß�, "f�Ð ú̧� t�?/��H �̧_þv[þt\� 0Aîß��̀¦ ����¦ *�����x_þvm���.

]j�� �<ÆÂÒ\� e���̀¦ M:ÂÒ'� t��FK��t�, ���]j�� ]j /BNÂÒ\�¦ ���&ñ
K� ÅÒ$4�~�� �Ér��_��s���� 0A½©

#3��§Ãº_��a��̧ s���o�\�¦yn=#Qy����_� ú́�@pu�̀¦���½+Ëm���.�§Ãº_��a�"f3lu�è�Ð#�ÅÒ$4�~���<Æë�H�̀¦

@/���H I��̧��H ·ú¡Ü¼�Ð�̧ >�5Åq ]j>� )y��s� |̈c �.���9�m}	כ s�p� a%¦\O��39"f �<Êa� êÁ�Òqt�Ö̧�̀¦ �

t���H ·ú§��¤t�ëß�, t�èß� {9��̧�çß� �<Êa� áÔ�Ð#�oàÔ\�¦ � 9 #��Q ��t��Ð [�tú<ÅÒ��� ������¾º��ü< ]j 2[

\O�\� @/K� ú́§�Ér �̧����̀¦ K�ÅÒ��� 6 xð�rs�+þA, 6 x���s�+þA, K����¾º��\�>��̧ y����×¼wn�m���. ¢̧ô�Ç êÁ�

_� ¶ú�aË>¶ú�s�\�¦ �̧ú́ �� K�ÅÒr��¦, ]j�� ú̧� �̧ØÔ��H #��Q \O�Áº[þt�̀¦ �̧ü<ÅÒ��� p��o¾º��a��̧ y��



��×¼wn� m���. ü@�Ðî�r �í�½Ó Òqt�Ö̧\�"f jËµ[þt M:��� Ô�¦�Qèq Ãº e��%3�~�� a%~�Ér #Á	s� ÷&#Q ï�r ²DG�9�s�

+þA\�>��̧ y����½+Ëm���. ?/�� \O�#Q�̧ ü@�Ð0>�t� ·ú§l� ��³1Ñm���.

@/�<Æ"é¶ Òqt�Ö̧s� jËµ[þt M:��� Òqty������H ��>pwô�Ç �¦�¾Ó °ú �Ér /BMs� e��%3�_þvm���. Ô�¦Ãnq ¹1Ô�����̧

���]j�� ) l�Ö�¦#� ]j E�l�\�¦ [þt#QÅÒ 9, ]j>� ]j 2_� �¦�¾Ó�̀¦ ëß�[þt#Q ï�r Ãº"é¶\� e����H �2;½̈[þt\�

>� y����_� ú́�@pu�̀¦ ���½+Ëm���. s� �2;½̈[þtõ� �<Êa� Ùþ¡~�� @/�<Æ 4�̧��Ér ·ú¡Ü¼�Ð�̧ ]j ���Òqt�̀¦ Û�æ¹כ\�v

>� ëß�[þt#Q ×�¦ ��>pwô�Ç �â
+«>s� |̈c �	כ °ú _þvm���. T.H.i.S, [þtg1P�r #��Qì�r[þt, �½�×¼ ���z�́ Ðlr!Q x9�

���²DG\� >���� ½� #��Qì�r[þt, �̂����_� Á»f�� ¶ú�2�x �r"é¶ #��Qì�r[þt, s� °ú s� ú́§�Ér s�2£§ Ü¼�Ð $�ü< �<Ê

a�K� ÅÒ��� �2;½̈[þt\�>� y����×¼wn�m���. :£¤y� t�èß� 5�̧�s� �Å���H r�çß� ]j ���\�"f ¾º½̈�Ð�� $�_�
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